Abstract. We prove a special case of Tate's refinement of a conjecture of Gross concerning the Stickelberger element associated to a cyclic extension over a global function field of characteristic p.
Introduction
In this note we make some initial progress toward Tate's refinement [8] of a conjecture of Gross [3] concerning the Stickelberger element associated to a cyclic extension over a global function field of characteristic p.
Recall that Gross's conjecture concerns the form of the Stickleberger element which is an element in the integral group ring of the Galois group for an abelian extension of a global field. In this note, we only consider the function field case. To be precise, let us fix a global function field k of characteristic p, and let S = {v 0 , . . . , v n } and T be fixed non-empty finite sets of places in k such that S and T are disjoint.
Let L/k be an abelian extension unramified outside S and let G = Gal(L/k). For v / ∈ S, let F r v denote the Frobenius element in G. As modified by Gross, the associated Stickelberger element θ G [3, 7] is the unique element in the group ring Z[G] such that for every non-trivial ring homomorphism χ :
In [3] Gross conjectures that if I is the augmentation ideal of Z[G], then θ G is in I n and is congruent to h · R G modulo I n+1 . Here h = h S,T is the Tmodified class number of the S-integers of k and R G is the refined regulator . This conjecture is the analogue of the class number formula (interpreted as a statement about the order of vanishing of the zeta function at "s = 0" and the first non-zero term in its Taylor expansion).
In [3] , the refined regulator is defined as an element in I n /I n+1 . We instead choose to adopt Tate's definition [8] and define the refined regulator as an element in the group ring.
Here we describe Tate's definition of the refined regulator. First, for each i, let deg i : k * v i −→ Z be the local valuation map which sends the local parameters to 1. Recall that U S,T , the group of S-units which are congruent to 1 modulo T , is torsion free. Let {u j } 1≤j≤n be a Z-basis of it. Then the classical regulator equals
where the sign is determined by the ordering of the basis and M S is the index of U S,T as a subgroup of the free part of the S-units. We choose the ordering to have the positive sign. For 0 ≤ i ≤ n, let G i be the decomposition subgroup of v i ∈ S, and let f i : k * v i −→ G i be the local reciprocity law homomorphism. These local homomorphisms are viewed as analogue of the local valuation maps, and the refined regulator is defined. 
Definition 1.1. We define
From now on, we assume that G is cyclic of order p m and
where
In [8] , Tate, using the valuation criterion (see Lemma 2.1), proves that if m n = m − 1, then θ G and h · R G are both in I N where N is defined in (5), and conjectures that, in the case where m 0 = 0, they are congruent modulo I N +1 . Since N ≥ n, this is a refinement of the conjecture of Gross. Note that in the case where m 0 > 0 the congruence might not hold ( [6] ) and a more subtle formulation is needed. For more discussions on Tate's refinement, see [6, 2, 1] .
Our main result (proved in Section 2) is that this congruence indeed holds for the "m 0 = 0" case.
N , and
Theorem 1.1 is proved through making direct use of the fact that G is a pgroup. This allows us to work on
then Theorem 1.1 is proved in Section 2 by using the valuation criterion (Lemma 2.1) in combination with the following result whose proof is postponed until Section 3.
and
The valuation criterion
We follow the notation in [8] . Assume that G is cyclic of order p m and G n is
. Let χ be a character of G of order p m so that ζ := χ(σ) is a primitive p m th root of unity. Put λ = ζ − 1. The proof of the following lemma can be found in [6] . 
Assuming Theorem 1.2, we now easily prove Theorem 1.1. 
The method of using Z p -extensions
In this section, we will frequently use the following version of Local Leopoldt Theorem (cf. [5, 9] ). 
Let Γ S be the Galois group of the maximal pro-p abelian extension which is unramified outside S. In [5] , it is proved that Γ S is a product of countably many copies of Z p (see also [9] ). Therefore, we can extend L/k to an extension E/k unramified outside S such that Gal(E/k) Z p .
For each i = 0, . . . , n, let k i and E i denote the completions at v i of k and E respectively. Put (a) The field F contains E.
→ Γ is injective and the cokernel is torsion free.
Proof. We first prove thatΓ is p-torsion free. Then, by the fact that it is a quotient of Γ S , it is also a product of countably many copies of Z p . Now, suppose that γ ∈Γ and γ p = 1. If γ is represented by an idele z = (z v ), then there is an α ∈ k * and a u ∈
This implies that γ = 1. For i = 1, . . . , n, let x i ∈ k * i , and letx be the element determined by  (x 1 , . . . , x n 
In particular, we have
hence is trivial. This shows that Ψ is injective. If there is a γ ∈Γ obtained from an idele z = (z v ) such that γ p = Ψ(x), then for each j = 1, 2, . . . , there are
Again, by Lemma 3.1, we have
and consequently, there is aw in the p-completion of
we have γ = Ψ(w). This completes the proof of (1). Also, sinceΓ is a product of countably many copies of Z p , then by (1), we can find an abelian pro-p-extension 
, then v i splits completely and (see [3] )
and there is nothing to prove. We assume that k * Applying the quotient map Γ −→ G, we get the inclusion (7) .
In this case, Gross's Conjecture has been proved [9] , so that θ Γ − h · R Γ is in I n+1 Γ,p . Since it is also divisible by t 1 . . . t n , we have
Congruence (8) then can be obtained by applying the quotient map Γ −→ G.
